Abstract-In wireless networks, reducing aggregate transmit power and in many cases, having even power distribution increase the network lifetime. Conventional direct transmission (DTX) scheme results in high aggregate transmit power and uneven power distribution. In this paper, we consider location-aware cooperation-based schemes namely immediate-neighbor cooperation (INC), maximal cooperation (MAX), and wireless network cocast (WNC) that achieve spatial diversity to reduce aggregate transmit power and even power distribution. INC utilizes twouser cooperative communication, resulting in good reduction of aggregate transmit power and low transmission delay; however, power distribution is still uneven. MAX utilizes multi-node cooperative communication, providing incremental diversity to achieve even power distribution and substantial reduction in aggregate transmit power. Transmission delay in MAX, however, grows quadratically with network sizes. As a result, the novel WNC is proposed to achieve incremental diversity as in MAX and low transmission delay as in INC. In WNC, mobile units acting as relays form unique linearly-coded signals from overheard signals and transmit them to the destination, where a multiuser detector jointly detects the symbols from all received signals. Performance evaluation in uniformly distributed networks shows that INC, MAX, and WNC substantially reduce aggregate transmit power while MAX and WNC also provide even power distribution.
I. INTRODUCTION

I
N conventional direct transmission (DTX), where mobile units directly transmit their information to a common destination, the distant mobile units require more transmit power to provide a comparable quality of service (QoS) to that of the closer ones. Consequently, high aggregate transmit power, which is the sum of all transmit power of individual mobile units, and uneven power distribution among them exist in the network. These two issues result in low network lifetime, which is defined in this paper as the time until the first mobile unit dies. It is well-known that diversity techniques such as time diversity, frequency diversity, and spatial diversity result in reduction of transmit power and thus can be used to improve network lifetime. Among these techniques, spatial diversity achieved by cooperative communication [1] , [2] has recently been studied.
Cooperative communication makes use of broadcast nature of wireless transmission. Nodes in a network acting as relays can retransmit overheard information to a destination, where the intended information from the source signal and the relay signals is jointly detected. The distributed antennas among the relays are used to provide spatial diversity without the need to use multiple antennas at the source. Various cooperative diversity protocols have been proposed and analyzed in [3] - [8] . Decode-and-forward (DAF) and amplify-and-forward (AAF) protocols for cooperative communication are explained in [3] . In DAF protocol, each relay decodes the overheard information from the source, re-encodes it, and then forwards it to the destination. In AAF protocol, each relay simply amplifies the overheard signal and forwards it to the destination. Symbol error rate (SER) for single-and multi-node DAF protocol was analyzed in [4] and [5] , respectively. In [6] and [7] , various relay selection schemes have been proposed that achieve high bandwidth efficiency and full diversity order. Finally, distributed space time codes for DAF and AAF protocols have been proposed and analyzed in [8] .
Much research in cooperative communication has considered symmetric problems, in which a pair of nodes help each other in their transmission to a common destination [9] - [13] , or different source nodes in a network receive assistance from the same group of relays to achieve the same diversity order [14] . However, practical networks are asymmetric in nature. Node distances to a common destination vary based on node locations, and thus some nodes are disadvantageous in their transmission in comparison with others. Therefore, the node locations, which can be obtained using networkaided position techniques [15] , [16] , should be taken into consideration to improve network performance. In this work, we consider a number of location-aware cooperation-based schemes that achieve spatial diversity to reduce aggregate transmit power and achieve even power distribution in a network, where mobile units with known locations transmit their information to a common destination. The first proposed scheme, namely immediate-neighbor cooperation (INC), utilizes two-user cooperative communication [4] in a network. In INC, each mobile unit, except the closest node to the destination, is assigned a single relay, its immediate neighbor 1536-1276/09$25.00 c 2009 IEEE toward the destination, and thus a fixed diversity order of two is achieved. Consequently, INC achieves good reduction in aggregate transmit power with the expense of (2N − 1) time slots for a network of N mobile units. However, distant users still require more power than the closer ones and power distribution is still uneven as in DTX.
The fundamental cause of high aggregate transmit power and uneven power distribution attributes to the dependency of transmit power on the distance between the source and the destination. Therefore, incremental diversity, a measure of diversity order of mobile units that varies incrementally in terms of node location, should be leveraged in a network to provide high diversity orders for distant units to compensate the high required transmit power. The second proposed scheme, namely maximal cooperation (MAX), provides incremental diversity to a network by means of cooperative communication. Multinode cooperative communication [5] is utilized in MAX, where each mobile unit is assigned a group of mobile units locating between itself and the destination as relays. Thus the more distant the mobile unit, the higher diversity order to compensate the high required transmit power. Furthermore, the higher transmit power is shared and compensated by the larger group of relaying mobile units. Consequently, MAX with the incremental diversity achieves great reduction of aggregate transmit power and even power distribution.
The major drawback in MAX is the large transmission delay since each relay requires a time slot for its transmission. For a network of N mobile units, MAX incurs a delay of N (N + 1)/2 time slots, which grows quadratically with the network size, defined as the number of mobile units N . Therefore, our main focus in this work is to introduce a novel concept of wireless network cocast 1 (WNC) to resolve the weaknesses of INC and MAX. Cocast, an analogy to broadcast, unicast, and multicast, is a newly defined transmission method that utilizes linear network coding for a number of nodes to cooperatively transmit their information to the same intended destination. WNC achieves the incremental diversity as in MAX with the low transmission delay of (2N − 1) time slots as in INC. Both DAF and AAF protocols in cooperative communication are considered in WNC, where mobile units acting as relays form unique linearly-coded signals from a set of overheard symbols of different sources and transmit them to the destination. At the destination, a multiuser detection technique jointly detects the intended symbols from all received signals in the network. We derive the exact and the asymptotic symbol-error-rate (SER) expressions 2 for general M-PSK modulation for DAF WNC protocol. The extension to general M-QAM can follow directly. For AAF WNC protocol, we offer the conditional SER expression given the channel knowledge. Performance evaluation in uniformly distributed networks shows that INC, MAX, and WNC outperform DTX greatly in terms of aggregate transmit power and power distribution. Furthermore, WNC achieves low aggregate transmit power and even power distribution of MAX with low transmission delay of INC.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. After this introduction section, the transmission structure of DAF and 1 cocast ≡ cooperative cast 2 Asymptotic SER performance is a performance at high signal-to-noise ratio. to d. Figure 2 illustrates the WNC transmission structure, in which each mobile unit U i for i = 2, 3, ..., N is allocated two time slots. In the first time slot, U i acting as a relay node forms a unique linearly-coded signal, a linear combination of a set of overheard symbols x 1 , ..., x i−1 , and transmits it to d. U i can either decode the overheard signals and re-encode the symbols, the so-called DAF WNC protocol, or simply amplify the overheard signals, the so-called AAF WNC protocol. In the second time slot, U i acting as a source node transmits its own symbol x i to U i+1 , ..., U N and d. U 1 has one time slot for its own transmission since it is not required to assist other nodes. The total time slots required to transmit a set of N symbols is 2N − 1, among which N time slots for source transmission and N − 1 time slots for relay transmission. The transmit power P j associated with symbol x j is distributed among the source node and the corresponding relay nodes. We have P j = N i=j P ij , where P ij is the power from U i in transmitting x j . Because the destination detects symbol x j based on N − j + 1 copies of the symbol, we expect spatial diversity orders of N, N − 1, ..., 1 for x 1 , x 2 , ..., x N , respectively, which will be verified later in the paper.
To eliminate interference in the linearly coded version of the overheard symbols, each symbol x j is protected by a complex signature waveform s j (t), where s j (t) 2 = 1. The crosscorrelation between s j (t) and
dt is the inner product between f (t) and g(t) with the symbol interval T and * representing the complex conjugate. We assume that each mobile unit also knows the signature waveforms of others. In the sequel, we will present in detail the system model in DAF and AAF WNC protocols.
A. DAF WNC Protocol
In DAF WNC protocol, U i in its first time slot decodes the overheard symbol and includes the symbol in its transmission only if the decoding is successful [4] , [5] . The received signals at the destination from U i in its first time slot is
for i = 2, ..., N and j = 1, ..., i − 1, where
We defer the discussion of detection at mobile units acting as relays and power allocation among cooperative nodes to Sections III and IV-B, respectively. The received signals at the destination from U i in the second time slot is
In (1) and (3), n D idr (t) and n D ido (t) are modeled as independent and identically-distributed (i.i.d.) zero-mean AWGN with variance N 0 . Note that the signal from U 1 follows (3) with i = 1 since it transmits its own symbol only. Note further that in the second time slot, other mobile units U k for k = i + 1, ..., N also receive the signal from U i as
For notational convenience, we denote a
P ii h id as signal coefficients and rewrite (1) and (3) as
and y
respectively.
B. AAF WNC Protocol
The difference between AAF and DAF protocols is that U i simply amplifies the overheard signals and forwards a linearly coded version of these signals to d in its first time slot. In this time slot, the received signals at the destination is
where y
is the received signal at relay i corresponding to transmit symbol x j for i = 1, ..., N and j = 1, ..., i − 1. The received signal at the destination from U i in its second time slot is
In (7)- (9), n A idr (t), n A jio (t), and n A ido (t) are modeled as i.i.d. zero-mean AWGN with variance N 0 . The signal from U 1 follows (9) with i = 1. As in the case of DAF, other mobile units U k for k = i + 1, ..., N also receive the signal from U i in the second time slot as
Substituting (8) into (7), we have
where we denote a
as a signal coefficient from U i in association with x j . The resulting noise n A idr (t) has power spectral density N 0 f i , where
is a factor representing the noise amplification impact at U i . Likewise, we denote a
C. A General System Model for WNC Protocols
We see that DAF and AAF WNC protocols share the same system model with different parameters. For notational convenience in subsequent analysis, we denote the transmit signals from U i in the first and the second time slots as
and
respectively, for i = 1, ..., N and j = 1, ..., i − 1. In the above equations, (2) and (12) for DAF and AAF, respectively, and the power spectral density of n ido (t) and n idr (t) is N 0 and N 0 f i , respectively with
III. SIGNAL DETECTION IN WNC Since we assume each mobile unit knows the signature waveforms of other mobile units, the detection of symbol x j at mobile unit U i for j = 1, ..., N and i = j + 1, ..., N in DAF WNC protocol follows matched-filtering that is applied to the received signal y
where n ji ∼ N (0, N 0 ). Here no multiuser detection is required at mobile units. Signal detection at the destination in DAF and AAF WNC protocols is performed by first applying matched-filtering to the received signals with respect to signature waveforms. To achieve a tractable performance analysis, we then use a multiuser detection technique that includes a decorrelator and a maximum-ratio combining detector. Nevertheless, one can use MMSE detector, which is optimal among linear detectors. At high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), however, we expect that MMSE detector and our multiuser detector have comparable performance.
A. Matched Filtering
Given the system models in Section II, the destination receives N direct transmissions in the odd time slots and (N − 1) relaying transmissions in the even ones. Matchedfiltering with respect to signature waveforms is applied to the received signals to produce a total of M =
discretetime signals of the forms (19) and (20) for i = 1, ..., N and j = 1, ..., i − 1. In (19) and (20), 
T . We can write
where
is the M × M cross-correlation matrix, and
is the M × N signal coefficient matrix. In the above equations, diag {.} and 0 u×v denote a diagonal matrix and a u-by-v matrix of zeros, respectively. Also in (21), n ∼ N (0, N 0 R) where 0 is an M × 1 vector of zeros and
B. Multiuser Detection Scheme
Assume R i is invertible with the invert matrix R 
Multiuser detection is applied to the received signal vector in two steps. First the vector y is pre-multiplied with the inverse R −1 to obtain
where n ∼ N (0, N 0 R −1 F). Then y is grouped into (N − j + 1) × 1 signal vectors in association with the desired symbols 
In
in the linearly-coded signal of overheard symbols from U i . For the case of ρ ji = ρ for all i = j, it can be shown [17] that
independent of j. Now let us define
Then the desired symbol is detected based on
IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF WNC
The detection in (27) provides the maximal conditional signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) γ j corresponding to the desired symbol x j as
In the sequel, we derive the exact and the asymptotic SER expressions for the use of M-PSK modulation in DAF WNC protocol; a similar approach can be used to obtain SER expressions for the case of M-QAM modulation. We also provide simulations to validate the SER performance of both DAF and AAF WNC protocols.
A. SER Expression for WNC Protocol
For DAF WNC protocol, let β ij ∈ {0, 1} for j = 1, ..., (N − 1) and i = j + 1, ..., N represent a success or a failure in detection of x j at U i . Because U i forwards x j only if it has successfully detected the symbol,
represents one of 2 (N −j) detection states of (N − j) mobile units U j+1 , ..., U N acting as relays in association with x j . Because the detection is independent from one mobile unit to the other, β ij 's are independent Bernoulli random variables with a distribution
where p ji is the SER in detection of x j at U i . Hence the probability of detecting x j in state S j is
Given a detection state S j , we rewrite the conditional SINR in (28) for DAF WNC protocol as
where we have used f i = 1 for DAF WNC protocol. In general, the conditional SER for M-PSK modulation with conditional SNR γ for a generic set of channel coefficients {h uv } is given by [18] 
where b = sin 2 (π/M ). Based on (18), the SNR, in detection of x j at U i , given the channel gain is γ ji = P jj |h ji | 2 /N 0 . By averaging (32) with respect to the exponential random variable |h ji | 2 , the SER in detecting x j at U i can be shown as [18] 
Given a detection state S j , which can take 2 (N −j) values, the conditional SER in detecting x j at the destination can be calculated using the law of total probability [19] as
where P r(S j ) follows (30) and
with γ
D j|Sj following (31). By averaging (35) with respect to the exponential random variables |h id |
N i=j
, the exact SER in detecting x j at the destination can be given by [5] 
where G(.) and F (.) follow (29) and (34), respectively. Our next objective is to obtain the asymptotic SER performance, i.e., performance at high SNR, in detecting x j at the destination. A number of approximations are needed. First, we expect that SER p ji is sufficiently small compared to 1 at high SNR. Thus we assume that (1 − p ji ) 1 and rewrite (37) as shown in (38) at the bottom of the next page where α ij = Pij Pj denotes the fraction of power P j allocated at U i in forwarding x j . Secondly, because of high SNR, we can ignore the 1's in the argument of F (.). Let Ω j0 and Ω j1 denote subsets of the indices of mobile units that decode x j erroneously and correctly, respectively. Then Ω j0 = {i : β ij = 0} and Ω j1 = {i : β ij = 1}. Furthermore, |Ω j0 | and |Ω j1 | ∈ {0, 1, ..., (N − j)}, and |Ω j0 | + |Ω j1 | = N − j for any detection state S j , where |.| denotes the size of a set. Hence in (38), we can show that where
Consequently, (38) can be rewritten as shown in (42) at the bottom of the page. The diversity order of a communication scheme is defined as
where p(γ) is the SER associated with the SNR γ P j /N 0 . From (42) and (43), the interference impact r ij does not affect the diversity gain, and it is clear that x j achieves full spatial diversity with an order of N −j+1. Hence DAF WNC protocol provides the incremental diversity to the network, as expected. Now when j = N , because x N is directly transmitted to d, the exact and the asymptotic SER can be given by
respectively, where F (.) and g(.) follow (34) and (41), respectively. For AAF WNC protocol, the conditional SER is
where Ψ(.) is defined in (32) and γ A j follows (28) with f i in (17) for AAF protocol.
B. Performance Validation of WNC Protocols
In this subsection, we perform computer simulations to validate the SER performance analysis for both DAF and AAF WNC protocols. The exact and asymptotic SER expressions in (37) and (42) are used for analytical results in DAF WNC protocol. For AAF WNC protocol, (46) is used to provide numerical results.
For simulation setup, BPSK modulation is used. The number of mobile units is N = 4, and the variance of the noise is N 0 = 1. We assume unit channel variances, i.e., σ 2 jd = σ 2 ji = 1 for j = 1, ..., N and i = j+1, ...N and transmit power P j = N i=j P ij corresponding to x j is the same for all j. Furthermore, we assume equal power allocation [5] for x j for j = 1, ..., N − 1, i.e.
since this strategy is optimal in the case of lacking channel state information at transmitters. For x N , P NN = P N since it is transmitted directly to the destination. We also assume that the cross-correlation ρ ji = ρ for all i = j, and we use ρ = 0 and ρ = 0.5 in our simulations. The mobile units are numbered in the decreasing order of their distance to the
destination; therefore, we expect a diversity order of 4, 3, 2, and 1 for x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , and x 4 , respectively. Figures 3 and 4 present the SER performance for DAF and AAF WNC protocols. In each figure, SER versus SNR (P j /N 0 ) for each information x j is presented. It is clear from the figures that WNC provides the expected diversity orders in both DAF and AAF protocols. In other words, using nonorthogonal code, WNC still achieves full diversity as shown in (42) for the case of DAF protocol. In addition, the figures show that for the case of ρ = 0.5, the gap at high SNR between orthogonal and nonorthogonal code is about 1dB, given the same SER.
V. AGGREGATE TRANSMIT POWER, POWER DISTRIBUTION, AND DELAY
In this section, we derive the expressions of aggregate transmit power and power distribution in a network at high SNR for the four considered schemes DTX, INC, MAX, and WNC. We also provide the transmission delay for each scheme. These expressions are used to provide performance evaluation of INC, MAX, and WNC in the next section.
We consider a network consisting of N mobile units and a destination as described in Section II, where transmissions from mobile units to a common destination are subject to TDMA and the same QoS represented by a SER p 0 . BPSK modulation is assumed for the demonstration purpose. For cooperation-based schemes INC, MAX, and WNC, we consider DAF protocol with equal power distribution strategy. Power P j to transmit x j is equally distributed between U j and U j+1 in INC. For MAX and WNC, power P j distributed among U j , U j+1 , ..., U N follows (47).
A. DTX
In DTX, each mobile unit U j directly transmits its information to d. The asymptotic SER expression for BPSK modulation can be given by [20] 
where N 0 is the variance of AWGN, P j is the transmit power, and σ
is the variance of channel fading between U j and d with the path loss exponent α. Consequently, given SER p 0 , transmit power associated with mobile unit U j is
and aggregate transmit power for DTX is
Because transmission from each mobile unit requires one time slot, transmission delay in DTX is N time slots for a network of N mobile units.
B. INC and MAX
INC and MAX apply two-user cooperative communication [4] and multi-node cooperative communication [5] in a network, respectively. Note that two-user cooperative communication is a specific case of multi-node cooperative communication [5] . Multi-node cooperative communication considers a problem of single source s transmitting its information to a destination d with the assistance of N relays u 1 , u 2 , ..., u N . The asymptotic SER for M-PSK modulation can be expressed as [5] 
where b and g(.) are defined in Section IV-A, N 0 is the variance of AWGN, P is the transmit power, α s and α un are the fraction of transmit power P allocated at source s and relay u n , respectively, and σ and Γ(1 + x) = x!, where (.)! and (.)!! are single factorial and double factorial operations, respectively. If we consider equal power allocation strategy, then the SER for detecting the source information is given by
(53) is the effective channel variance between the source and the destination in N -relay multi-node cooperative communication. From (52), the transmit power for a given SER p 0 at high SNR is
For two-user cooperative communication, (52)- (54) can be applied directly with N = 1. It can also be shown that
where u denotes the relay unit. Given the network in Section II that consists of N mobile units U 1 , U 2 , ..., U N transmitting their information x 1 , x 2 , ..., x N , respectively, to a common destination, multinode cooperative communication is applied in MAX as follows. MAX comprises of (N − 1) multi-node cooperative communication stages and a direct transmission stage. The jth cooperation stage involves a source node U j and N = N − j relays, which are mobile units U j+1 , ..., U N located between U j and d. Thus diversity orders of N, (N − 1) , ..., 2 are expected for U 1 , ..., U N −1 , respectively. The effective channel variance between U j and d, σ 2 jd,eff , can be directly determined using (53) with N = N − j. Consequently, given SER p 0 , transmit power P j associated with x j follows (54) U j , U j+1 , . .., U N following the equal power distribution strategy in (47). Mobile unit U N operates in direct transmission mode with diversity order of one and transmit power P NN = P N following (49). Because U i for i = 1, ..., N forwards x 1 , x 2 , ..., x i−1 and transmits its own x i to the destination, transmit power required at U i is
Thus aggregate transmit power for MAX is
Similarly, INC consists of (N − 1) two-user cooperative communication stages for U 1 , ..., U N −1 and one direct transmission stage for U N . The effective channel variance between U j and d, σ 2 jd,eff , for j = 1, ..., (N − 1) can be determined based on (55). From that, given SER p 0 , transmit power P j associated with x j is determined by (54) where N = 1. The power P j is divided equally between U j and U j+1 . U N operates in direct transmission mode with transmit power P NN = P N following (49). Because U i forwards x i−1 and transmits its own x i , transmit power at U i is
Thus aggregate transmit power for INC is
In INC and MAX, each relay requires one time slot for its transmission. Thus transmission delay in INC and MAX is (2N − 1) and N (N + 1)/2 time slots, respectively. The transmission delay in INC grows linearly with the network size while that in MAX grows quadratically.
C. WNC
From (42), following the same procedure in Section V-B for BPSK modulation, we are able to show that 
(61) is the effective channel variance between U j and d. From (60), given SER p 0 , transmit power associated with x j is
Equal power distribution strategy is also used in WNC where P j is distributed following (47). Mobile unit U N operates in direct transmission mode with transmit power P NN = P N following (49). Because U i for i = 1, ..., N forwards x 1 , x 2 , ..., x i−1 and transmits its own x i to the destination, transmit power at U i is
Thus aggregate transmit power for WNC is
Based on WNC transmission structure in Section II, transmission delay in WNC is (2N − 1) time slots.
VI. PERFORMANCE SIMULATION AND VALIDATION
In this section, we perform computer simulations to evaluate and validate INC, MAX, and WNC performance. We aim to verify that these schemes result in substantial reduction of aggregate transmit power over DTX and to confirm that WNC achieves low aggregate transmit power and even power distribution with low transmission delay. To show power reduction of scheme 2 over scheme 1, we define Figure 5 presents the reduction in aggregate transmit power using INC, MAX, and WNC over DTX for various network sizes. For WNC, we take the cross-correlation ρ = 0.5. It is clear from the figure that great reduction in aggregate transmit power can be achieved using INC, MAX, and WNC over DTX, especially for large network sizes. The power reduction of 69% at a network size of two increases rapidly as the network size increases and achieves more than 90% for network sizes larger than five mobile units. The reason for INC, MAX, and WNC achieving substantial power reduction is the spatial diversity used to compensate the large path loss. Mobile units other than U N in INC receive a diversity order of two for their transmission while those in MAX and WNC receive diversity order incrementally based on their locations. The spatial diversity results in substantial reduction of the aggregate transmit power in our schemes over DTX. Figure 6 presents the distribution of aggregate transmit power in a 10-unit network for the four considered schemes; nevertheless, the finding is unique to other network sizes. Note that mobile units are numbered in the decreasing order of their distance to the destination. Clearly from the figure, DTX leads to substantial power burden on mobile units away from the destination. This is due to large transmit powers required in association with large distances. The power burden reduction in INC is due to diversity order of two for each mobile unit and transmit power shared by two consecutive units, a half of power for each. High transmit power for distant units, however, still remains. Nevertheless, power distribution is much better than that in DTX as shown in the figure. The best power distribution is found in MAX and WNC. In these schemes, incremental diversity provides higher diversity order to mobile units with larger distances to compensate the high required transmit power. Furthermore, the higher transmit power is shared by the larger group of mobile units. Consequently, MAX and WNC achieve the best power distribution as shown in the figure.
A. Validation of INC, MAX, and WNC Improvement over DTX
B. Validation of WNC over INC and MAX
It is clear from Figures 5 and 6 that WNC for the case of ρ = 0.5 results in a comparable performance with MAX. In particular, Figure 5 shows that power reduction of WNC over DTX is less than 1% lower than that of MAX while Figure 6 reveals that WNC and MAX have the same power distribution profile. Now let us take a close look at INC, MAX, and WNC performance. Figure 7 illustrates the aggregate transmit power using INC, MAX, and WNC in a 10-unit network for various values of the cross correlation ρ; nevertheless, the finding is unique for other network sizes. As shown in the figure, when ρ is chosen appropriately, for example ρ ∈ [0, 0.6] in this setup, aggregate transmit power in WNC and MAX is not much different. It is also clear from the figure that WNC outperforms INC in terms of aggregate transmit power for a wide range of ρ values (ρ ∈ [0, 0.85] in this setup) and WNC performance becomes no longer better than INC only for very high values of ρ (ρ > 0.85 in this setup). Here high values of the cross correlation ρ associate with high interference, caused by the linear combination of overheard symbols at relay, that overcomes the benefit of incremental diversity and causes high aggregate transmit power in WNC.
Lastly, Figure 8 provides the power distribution among mobile units using INC, MAX, and WNC for various values of ρ for the same network in Figure 7 . We see that WNC provides the same power distribution profile as MAX for any ρ ≤ 0.9. Moreover, WNC outperforms INC in terms of power distribution for a wide range of ρ values. Even for ρ = 0.95, WNC power distribution profile is still better than that of INC (the node power varies within 2 units in WNC while that is about 3.5 in INC) although WNC with this ρ value results in much higher aggregate transmit power as shown in Figure 7 . Incremental diversity in WNC, where higher diversity order are allocated for more distant mobile units to reduce the high transmit power, provides the balance in power distribution. Furthermore, transmit power is shared among many mobile units by cooperative communication, where higher transmit power is shared by a larger group of relays, providing further balance in power distribution.
C. Remarks
From the performance evaluation presented in this section, a number of remarks are noteworthy. First, the jump in transmit power at U N , the closest mobile unit to the destination, in INC, MAX, and WNC in Figures 6 and 8 is due to the fact that this unit does not receive assistance from others and the transmission of its own information is in direct mode. Also the most distant unit U 1 may require less transmit power than others in INC and WNC since it is not required to assist any unit. Second, as we have seen, INC, MAX, and WNC outperform DTX greatly in terms of aggregate transmit power and power distribution. Higher gain in power reduction and even power distribution of INC, MAX, and WNC over DTX is expected when higher QoS, equivalently lower SER, is desired. A similar notice is given for the case of using MAX and WNC over INC. Third, MAX achieves the lowest power aggregation and the best power distribution, as shown in Figures 5 -8 . However, the transmission delay in MAX is very high, compared to WNC and INC, as illustrated in Figure 9 . For a network of N mobile units, MAX incurs a delay of N (N + 1)/2 time slots while both WNC and INC have the same transmission delay of (2N − 1) time slots. On the other hand, although INC incurs a low transmission delay, it requires much higher transmit power and the power is distributed unevenly, as revealed in Figures 6 and 8 . Clearly, WNC achieves the advantages of both MAX and INC, which are characterized by low transmit power, even power distribution, and low transmission delay. Lastly, WNC requires no multiuser detection at mobile units while it employs a simple multiuser detection method at the destination, as shown in Section III. These characteristics make WNC be the best candidate to improve network performance.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have considered a number of locationaware cooperation-based schemes, namely immediateneighbor cooperation (INC), maximal cooperation (MAX), and wireless network cocast (WNC) that achieve spatial diversity to reduce aggregate transmit power and achieve even power distribution in a network. INC utilizes two-user cooperative communication in a network, resulting in good reduction of aggregate transmit power; however, the issue of uneven power distribution still remains. MAX utilizes multi-node cooperative communication, providing incremental diversity to solve the uneven power distribution and achieves 
